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Abstract

Model-based engineering is a well-established approach to cope with the complexity of today's embedded systems. Furthermore, model-based engineering can address industry needs for highly automated development solutions to foster correctness of safety-critical systems. In contrast, there is a vital lack of accessible specification documents for researchers for evaluation purposes. Evaluation of proposed engineering methods often relies on academic examples, automatically created unrealistic artificial models, or simple industrial specification excerpts. This research report aims at supporting researchers with model-based specifications of a real-world system on a competitive level of complexity. Therefore, a model-based specification of an Adaptive Exterior Lighting System (ELS) is presented that is part of an Automotive System Cluster (ASC). An ELS provides fundamental and additional functionalities for the well-known turn signal and low / high beam headlights. The specification documents the behavioral requirements and the functional design of the ELS, which are important artifacts in function-centered engineering. As modeling languages ITU Message Sequence Charts, Function Network, and Function Behavior Diagrams are used.
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1 Introduction

This research report presents model-based specifications of an Adaptive Exterior Lighting System (ELS), which is part of an Automotive System Cluster (ASC). The specifications document the behavioral requirements and the functional design of the ELS, which are important artifacts in function-centered engineering. As modeling languages, ITU Message Sequence Charts (cf. (ITU 2011)) and Function Network and Function Behavior Diagrams (cf. (Daun et al 2014)) are used.

1.1 Motivation

Model-based engineering is a well-established approach to cope with the complexity of today’s embedded systems (cf. (Beetz and Böhm 2012)). Furthermore, model-based engineering can address industry needs for highly automated development solutions to foster correctness of safety-critical systems (cf. (Sikora et al 2012)). In contrast, there is a vital lack of accessible specification documents for researchers for evaluation purposes. Evaluation of proposed engineering methods often relies on academic examples, automatically created unrealistic artificial models, or simple industrial specification excerpts. This research report aims at supporting researchers with model-based specifications of a real-world system on a competitive level of complexity.

The specifications were developed as part of the SPES evaluation strategy during the joint research project SPES 2020 XTCore. The behavioral requirements specification (Section 2) is a result of the application of SPES specification techniques for the model-based documentation of requirements (cf. (Daun et al 2012)). The specification of the functional design (Section 3) results from the application of techniques described in (Daun et al 2014). In conclusion, the specifications document the applicability of the proposed approaches. Hence, the given specifications are the basis for further research and evaluation activities regarding the application of validation, verification, and model transformation approaches, which make use of behavioral requirements and functional design.

1.2 The Automotive System Cluster

The ASC can be considered as a comfort control system that consists of two subsystems, namely the ELS and an Adaptive Cruise Control System (ACC). While this research report provides insights into the model-based specification of the ELS, a natural language description of the ASC’s system requirements specification can be found in (Houdek 2013).

An ELS provides fundamental and additional functionalities for the well-known turn signal and low / high beam headlights. For example, the control of the driving direction indicators of the vehicle in dependence of the pitman arm, the control of the low beam headlights in
dependence of the light rotary switch and the daytime running light settings, and the control of the high beam headlights in dependence of the high beam switch and the detection of advancing vehicles.

1.3 Function-Centered Engineering

In the development of embedded systems, function-centered engineering is a commonly used approach to cope with the emerging number and complexity of systems’ software functions and their interdependencies (cf. (Pretschner et al 2007)). Function-centered engineering focuses on the functional design as the central development artifact throughout the whole engineering process.

As described in (Brinkkemper and Pachidi 2010) and (Jantsch and Sander 2000), the functional design specifies the functions to be implemented, their hierarchical structure, and the planned behavior of each function. In addition, it specifies interactions and dependencies between the functions in such a way that the interplay between different functions fulfills the behavioral properties documented in the behavioral requirements (e.g., to optimize the function deployment and thereby to minimize the number of expensive electronic control units, to avoid redundancies affecting the maintainability of the system, or to foster re-use of implemented functions). The initial version of the functional design is based on the behavioral requirements that are in turn reflecting the consolidated stakeholder intentions with respect to the system to be built.

Next, the behavioral requirements and the functional design are briefly characterized as outlined in (Daun et al 2014).

1.3.1 Behavioral Requirements

In general, behavioral requirements models can be differentiated into state-based and interaction-based models. During requirements engineering, especially interaction-based models are widely used, for example, to document scenarios and to specify the essential interfaces.

In the engineering of embedded software, message sequence charts (MSCs) are commonly used for the specification of interaction-based behavioral requirements models (cf. (Weber and Weisbrod 2002)). The Z.120 standard (ITU 2011) distinguishes between basic message sequence charts (bMSCs) and high-level message sequence charts (hMSCs). bMSCs define specific situations detailing the behavior in terms of messages exchanged between the system and entities in the environment. hMSCs structure the bMSCs according to their execution order and create a complete system specification.
1.3.2 Functional Design

The functional design consists of specifications of the system functions to be implemented and their hierarchical structure. Additionally, the intended behavior of each system function is specified as well as the interactions and dependencies between system functions.

Different diagram types are used to document the functional design. Function network diagrams document the functional dependencies between system functions that are embedded in given context functions. Context functions are functions that can be used by the system to be built but are not a subject of the development process. Afterwards, each function is detailed by a function behavior diagram that specifies the behavior of the function in terms of an interface automaton (cf. (de Alfaro and Henzinger 2001)).
2 Specification of the Behavioral Requirements

The model-based specification of behavioral requirements - as described in the following - comprises the combinations of MSCs of the ELS in hMSCs and more detailed interactions in bMSCs. The Structure (highest abstraction-level) of the behavioral requirements is described in Section 2.1. Breaking down the hMSCs to bMSCs results in up to five abstraction-levels. The sections 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 represent the second abstraction-level and the main functions of the ELS as outlined above.

The specified instances of the ELS are subdivided into system- and context-instances. An overview is given in Table 1. For an improved identification, the instances are represented by different fillings of the shapes.

Table 1: MSC Instances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>Shape</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body Controller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera Unit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darkness Switch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door Control Unit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP Control Unit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazard Warning Light Switch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Beam Module</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignition Key</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitman Arm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof Console Control Unit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotary Light Switch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive High Beam Headlight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect Detection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrument Cluster</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Beam Headlight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turning Light</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For an improved identification, the instances are represented by different fillings of the shapes.
2.1 Structure of the Behavioral Requirements

The behavioral requirements are structured into four referenced MSCs that are applicable in a loop (see Figure 1). These referenced MSCs represent the main functionalities of the ELS to change the global settings of the system by a user, to control the headlights and the turn signal, and to detect faults.

![Figure 1: hMSC - Adaptive Exterior Lighting System](image)

2.2 Change Settings

In Figure 1, all required settings of the system are condensed and refer to the appropriate MSC. It is either possible to set the rotary light switch (see Section 2.2.1), the pitman arm (see Section 2.2.2), the hazard warning light switch (see Section 2.2.3), the instrument cluster (see Section 2.2.4), the darkness switch (see Section 2.2.5), or the ignition key (see Section 2.2.6).
2.2.1 Set Rotary Light Switch

The Rotary Light Switch is a part of the user interface and has three positions (left - “Off”, middle - “Auto” and right - “Exterior Light On”), which represent the modes of the low beam headlight. In Figure 3, the possible combinations to switch these modes are presented.

If the Driver wants to switch the position and the conditions are fulfilled, he adjusts the switch and the Rotary Light Switch changes its mode and the conditions (see Figure 4, Figure 5, and Figure 6).
2.2.2 Set Pitman Arm

The Pitman Arm is a control lever attached to the steering column and part of the user interface. By switching its position, the Pitman Arm provides the functionalities to activate or deactivate the high beam and the direction indicators (see Figure 7). Basically, it is possible to adjust the Pitman Arm on the horizontal and the vertical axis. When the Pitman Arm is in the horizontal neutral position the high beam can be activated and when the Pitman Arm is in a vertical neutral position the direction indicator can be activated. Subsequently, an activated direction indicator can be activated permanently by engaging the vertical position of the Pitman Arm. In the following, the referenced bMSCs are described and provide detailed information about the positions of the Pitman Arm.
Activating High Beam

Activate Direction Indicator when Horizontal Neutral
Deactivate High Beam when Vertical Neutral
Deactivate Direction Indicator
Activate Permanently

Figure 7: hMSC - Set Pitman Arm
High Beam Headlights. If the Driver wants to activate the high beam headlights, he can either push away and engage or pull and hold the Pitman Arm (see Figure 8). By pushing away and engaging the Pitman Arm, the high beam headlights and the adaptive high beam are activated permanently. To activate the high beam headlights temporary (so called flasher), the Driver needs to pull and hold the Pitman Arm. To deactivate the high beam headlights, the Driver either needs to release the Pitman Arm from the pulled position or disengage it from the pushed position (see Figure 9).
**Direction Indicator.** The *Driver* can either activate the left or right direction indicators by moving the *Pitman Arm* down or up (see Figure 10). The distinction between temporary and permanent activation of the direction indicators is made by the Pitman Arm deflection. If the *Pitman Arm* is engaged by the *Driver*, the direction indicators are activated permanently, otherwise temporarily (see Figure 11).

![Figure 10: MSC - Activate Direction Indicator](image1)

![Figure 11: MSC - Activate Permanently](image2)
To deactivate the direction indicators, the Driver needs to disengage or release the Pitman Arm from the upper or lower position (see Figure 12).

Figure 12: MSC - Deactivate Direction Indicator
2.2.3  Set Hazard Warning Light Switch

The Hazard Warning Light Switch is also part of the user interface and can either be switched “On” or “Off” (see Figure 13). When the Driver switches the Hazard Warning Light Switch on, the hazard warning light gets activated - otherwise deactivated.

![Figure 13: MSC - Set Hazard Warning Light Switch](image-url)
2.2.4 Set Instrument Cluster

The Instrument Cluster provides access to additional settings for the low beam headlights. Either the settings for the daytime running light or the settings for the ambient light could be accessed (see Figure 14).

![Diagram of Set Instrument Cluster](image)

**Figure 14: hMSC - Set Instrument Cluster**

The Daytime Running Light can be activated or deactivated by the **Driver** in the **Instrument Cluster** in the menu “Settings, Vehicle settings, Daytime running light” (see Figure 15). Furthermore, the Ambient Light can be activated or deactivated in the menu “Settings, Vehicle settings, Ambient lighting” (see Figure 16).

![Diagram of Set Daytime Running Light](image)

**Figure 15: MSC - Set Daytime Running Light**

![Diagram of Set Ambient Light](image)

**Figure 16: MSC - Set Ambient Light**
2.2.5 Set Darkness Switch

The Darkness Switch is part of the user interface and mounted in the area of the upper control field - but only available in armored vehicles. If the Darkness Switch is available, the Driver can activate or deactivate the Darkness Mode (see Figure 17).

![Diagram of Darkness Switch activation and deactivation](image.png)

Figure 17: MSC - Set Darkness Switch
2.2.6 Set Ignition Key

A simplified model of the Ignition Key is presented in Figure 18 to ensure a consistent behavior of the ELS. First of all, the key could be inserted. When the key is inserted, the engine could be started or stopped. As long as the engine is stopped, it is possible to remove the key.

![Simplified model of the ignition key.](Image)

**Figure 18: hMSC - Set Ignition Key**

All referenced MSCs in Figure 18 need to be initialized by the Driver and lead to a change of the local conditions of the Ignition Key (see Figure 19, Figure 20, Figure 21, and Figure 22).

![Insert Ignition Key](Image)

**Figure 19: MSC - Insert Ignition Key**

![Remove Ignition Key](Image)

**Figure 20: MSC - Remove Ignition Key**
2.3 Control Headlights

The control of the headlights (see Figure 23) comprises the control of the high beam headlights (see Section 2.3.1), the control of the low beam headlights (see Section 2.3.2) and the handling of overvoltage (see Section 2.3.3).
2.3.1 Control High Beam Headlights

The behavioral requirements for the control of the high beam headlights are structured in Figure 24. Either the high beam headlights are activated or deactivated. When the high beam headlights are deactivated, the manual or adaptive high beam headlights could be activated (see Section 2.3.1.1). Subsequently either the voltage is checked and the high beam headlight gets adapted (see Section 2.3.1.3) or the high beam headlights could be deactivated (see Section 2.3.1.2) if they were activated.

![Diagram: hMSC - Control High Beam Headlights]

Figure 24: hMSC - Control High Beam Headlights
2.3.1.1 Activate High Beam Headlights

When the high beam headlights are activated by the Pitman Arm and the Rotary Light Switch is in “Off”- or “Exterior Light On”-Position the Adaptive High Beam Headlight switches to activated and activates the high beam headlights with a fixed illumination area of 220m due to the High Beam Module (see Figure 25). The activation via the Pitman Arm includes the so-called flasher (see Section 2.2.2).

![Diagram of MSC - Activate Manual High Beam Headlights](image-url)
The activation of the adaptive high beam headlight is initialized by the pushed position of the Pitman Arm and the auto mode of the Rotary Light Switch (see Figure 26). After activating the high beam headlights at the High Beam Module, the voltage needs to be checked. The adaption of the high beam headlights is not available with subvoltage and the illumination area is set to default. Otherwise, the adaption is activated and the operational availability of is indicated by a symbol in the Instrument Cluster.

Figure 26: MSC - Activate Adaptive High Beam Headlights
2.3.1.2 Deactivate High Beam Headlights

When the Pitman Arm is moved again in the horizontal neutral position, the Adaptive High Beam Headlight is deactivated immediately (see Figure 27). Furthermore the adaption is deactivated (if necessary) and the operational availability is updated in the Instrument Cluster.

Figure 27: MSC - Deactivate High Beam Headlights
2.3.1.3 Check Voltage and Adapt High Beam Headlights

Before the high beam headlight gets adapted, the voltage needs to be checked again (see Figure 28 and Figure 26).

Figure 28: MSC - Check Voltage
Specification of the Behavioral Requirements

When the adaption is activated and the Camera recognizes the lights of an advancing vehicle, activated high beam headlight are reduced to low beam headlight within 0.5 seconds by reducing the illumination area to 65m in the High Beam Module. If no advancing vehicle is recognized any more, the high beam illumination is restored within 2 seconds and the illumination area is within 100m and 300m, depending on the vehicle speed.

![Diagram](image-url)

Figure 29: MSC - Adapt High Beam Headlights
2.3.2 Control Low Beam Headlights

In Figure 30, the allowed combinations of the activation and deactivation of the low beam headlights as well as the control of the cornering light are presented. The activation of the low beam headlights can be done under several conditions (see Section 2.3.2.1). When the low beam headlights are activated, they could either be deactivated (see Section 2.3.2.2) or the cornering light could be controlled (see Section 2.3.2.3).

![Figure 30: hMSC - Control Low Beam Headlights](image)

2.3.2.1 Activate Low Beam Headlights

The activation of the low beam headlights can be done by the ambient light, the daytime running light, manually, or automatically. Each activation ensures conditions without interdependencies to keep the low beam headlights active (cf. Section 2.3.2.2).

![Figure 31: hMSC - Activate Low Beam Headlights](image)
The activation of the ambient light needs the activation in the Instrument Cluster and the deactivation of the darkness mode in the Darkness Switch in armored vehicles (see Figure 32). In addition, the ambient light is not available with subvoltage, therefore the voltage gets checked. If the preconditions are given, there are two alternatives to activate the ambient light. As soon as a at least one door of the vehicle is opened and the exterior brightness is lower than the threshold S1, the Low Beam Headlight sets the condition activated and ambient light on via door, and activates the low beam headlights via the High Beam Module. Otherwise the ambient light gets activated as soon as the engine is switched off and the ignition key is removed. In this case, the Low Beam Headlight sets the condition activated and ambient light on via Key, and activates the low beam headlights via the High Beam Module.

Figure 32: MSC - Activate Ambient Light
Model-Based Engineering of an Automotive Adaptive Exterior Lighting System

When the daytime running light is activated in the Instrument Cluster and the engine gets started, the Low Beam Headlight sets the condition to activated and daytime running light on, and activates the low beam headlights via the High Beam Module (see Figure 33).

![Diagram: Activate Daytime Running Light](image)

**Figure 33: MSC - Activate Daytime Running Light**

The manual activation of the low beam headlights is triggered when the exterior light is switched on in the Rotary Light Switch (see Figure 34). This leads to the setting conditions activated and manual on in the Low Beam Headlight, and the activation via the High Beam Module.

![Diagram: Activate Low Beam Headlights Manual](image)

**Figure 34: MSC - Activate Low Beam Headlights Manual**
Specification of the Behavioral Requirements

When the Rotary Light Switch is in auto mode and the darkness mode is deactivated (in armored vehicles), the exterior brightness is checked by the Low Beam Headlight (see Figure 35). If the exterior brightness is lower than the threshold S1, the Low Beam Headlight sets the condition to activated and automatic on, and activates the low beam headlights via the High Beam Module.

Figure 35: MSC - Activate Low Beam Headlights Automatic
2.3.2.2 Deactivate Low Beam Headlights

For the deactivation of the low beam headlights, none of the possible activation conditions must be enabled. Therefore, the four activation scenarios (cf. Section 2.3.2.1) need a deactivation scenario (see Figure 36). Every time a deactivation scenario was passed, the conditions are checked and the low beam headlights either remain activated or get deactivated.

![Diagram of hMSC - Deactivate Low Beam Headlights]

Figure 36: hMSC - Deactivate Low Beam Headlights

Figure 37 describes the four alternatives to deactivate the ambient light. In armored vehicles, the ambient light gets deactivated when the darkness mode is activated by the Darkness Switch. When the ambient light is deactivated in the Instrument Cluster, the Low Beam Headlight immediately deactivated both activation conditions. The third alternative only concerns the activation via door and is triggered by the Door Control Unit when all doors are closed. As long as the ambient light was activated by a key removal, the ambient light gets deactivated as soon as none of the actions open door, close door, insert or remove key occur within the next 30 seconds.
Specification of the Behavioral Requirements

Figure 37: MSC - Deactivate Ambient Light
The daytime running light gets deactivated either by deactivating the function in the Instrument Cluster or by removing the Ignition Key (see Figure 38).

Figure 38: MSC - Deactivate Daytime Running Light
Specification of the Behavioral Requirements

When the darkness mode gets activated in armored vehicles, the automatic condition of the *Low Beam Headlight* is set to off (see Figure 39). Otherwise the exterior brightness gets checked and the *Low Beam Headlight* deactivates the automatic condition 3 seconds after exceeding a threshold $S_2$.

![Figure 39: MSC - Deactivate Low Beam Headlights Automatic](image-url)
To deactivate the low beam headlights manually, the driver needs to switch the Rotary Light Switch to off and the Low Beam Headlight is set to manual off (see Figure 40).

When one of the activation conditions of the low beam headlight was deactivated the conditions are checked, and only if all conditions are set to off, the Low Beam Headlight is set to deactivated and the low beam headlights get deactivated via the High Beam Module (see Figure 41).

2.3.2.3 Control Cornering Light

When the darkness mode is deactivated and direction blinking is requested by the Turning Light, the cornering light is activated by the Low Beam Headlight via the Body Controller if the vehicle drives slower than 10 km/h and there is no subvoltage (see Figure 42). If no more blinking is requested for 10 seconds the cornering light gets deactivated.
Specification of the Behavioral Requirements

Figure 42: MSC - Control Cornering Light
2.3.3 Handle Overvoltage

To protect the illuminants from burning out in case of an occurring overvoltage, the Adaptive High Beam Headlight and the Low Beam Headlight must adapt the pulse width via the High Beam Module and the Body Controller (see Figure 43).

Figure 43: MSC - Handle Overvoltage
2.4 Control Turn Signal

The control of the turn signal (see Figure 44) comprises the activation and deactivation of the direction and tip blinking, and the control of the hazard warning light (see Section 2.4.3). The direction and tip blinking need to be differentiated between blinking left (see Section 2.4.1) or right (see Section 2.4.2). To activate one of the blinking directions, the other blinking direction must be deactivated. This represents the vertical neutral position of the pitman arm (cf. Section 2.2.2). However, controlling the hazard warning switch is independent from the actual blinking status.

Figure 44: hMSC - Control Turning Lights
2.4.1 Direction Blinking Left

The activation of the left direction blinking is triggered by the Pitman Arm position (engaged) down (see Figure 45). This leads to the activation of the left direction indicators by the Turning Light via the Body Controller and the Door Control Unit with a pulse ratio bright to dark 1:1.

![Diagram: MSC - Activate Direction Blinking Left](image)

Figure 45: MSC - Activate Direction Blinking Left
Specification of the Behavioral Requirements

When the Pitman Arm position is moved to down for less than 0.5 seconds, the left tip blinking is activated (see Figure 46). The activation of tip blinking in the Turning Light leads to an activation of the left direction indicators for three flashing cycles.

Figure 46: MSC - Activate Tip Blinking Left
To deactivate the left direction blinking, the Pitman Arm needs to be moved to the vertical neutral position (see Figure 47). The Turning Light switches its state to direction blinking left deactivated and deactivates the left direction indicators via the Body Controller and the Door Control Unit.

Figure 47: MSC - Deactivate Direction Blinking Left
2.4.2 Direction Blinking Right

The right direction and tip blinking is analogous to the left side (compare Figure 48 with Figure 45, Figure 50 with Figure 46, and Figure 49 with Figure 47).

Figure 48: MSC - Activate Direction Blinking Right

Figure 49: MSC - Deactivate Direction Blinking Right
2.4.3 Hazard Warning Light

When the hazard warning light gets activated via the Hazard Warning Light Switch, the Turning Light activates both (left and right) direction indicators via the Body Controller and the Door Control Unit (see Figure 51). For energy saving reasons, the pulse ratio is reduced (bright to dark 1:2) when the Ignition Key is removed. To deactivate the hazard warning light, the Hazard Warning Light Switch must be switched off. The Turning Light sets its condition back to hazard warning light deactivated and direction blinking will be continued - if activated (cf. Figure 44).
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Figure 51: MSC - Control Hazard Warning Light
2.5 Detect Faults

In addition to the handling of over- and subvoltage (e.g., Section 2.3.3), the system provides the functionality to detect defective headlights (see Figure 52). The High Beam Module, the Body Controller and the Door Control Unit transmit the illuminant status to the Defect Detection, which checks the status and informs the Instrument Cluster about defective illuminants. Finally, the Instrument Cluster prioritizes the displayed information.

![Figure 52: MSC - Detect Faults](image-url)
3 Specification of the Functional Design

The model-based specification of a first functional design – as described in the following – comprises the combination of function networks and interface automata. The interaction between system functions and context functions is described by function network diagrams. Additionally, the internal behavior of the system functions is specified as interface automata. The context of the system and the interaction of the main system functions are described in Section 3.1, while the detailed descriptions of the main system functions are presented in Section 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4.

The specified functions of the ELS are subdivided into system and context functions. An overview is given in Table 2 and Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context Function</th>
<th>Shapes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Beam Module</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Controller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Ignition Key</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure Exterior Brightness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP Control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn Rotary Light Switch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Instrument Cluster</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door Control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move Pitman Arm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detect Vehicles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch Darkness Mode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch Hazard Warning Light</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3: System Functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Function</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Shapes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control Adaptive Exterior Lighting System</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Headlights</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control High Beam Headlights</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate Manual High Beam Headlights</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate Adaptive High Beam Headlights</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deactivate Adaptive High Beam Headlights</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check Voltage</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapt High Beam Headlights</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Low Beam Headlights</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate Low Beam Headlights</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate Low Beam Headlights Manual</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate Low Beam Headlights Automatic</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate Daytime Running Light</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate Ambient Light</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check Conditions</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate by Door</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate by Key</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deactivate Low Beam Headlights</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deactivate Low Beam Headlights Manual</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deactivate Low Beam Headlights Automatic</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deactivate Daytime Running Light</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deactivate Ambient Light</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check Conditions and Switch Off</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Cornering Light</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check Conditions</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate Left Cornering Light</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deactivate Left Cornering Light</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate Right Cornering Light</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deactivate Rights Cornering Light</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handle Overvoltage</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Turn Lights</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Specification of the Functional Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activate Hazard Warning Light</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deactivate Hazard Warning Light</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate Direction Blinking Left</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate Tip Blinking Left</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deactivate Direction Blinking Left</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate Direction Blinking Right</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate Tip Blinking Right</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deactivate Direction Blinking Right</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detect Faults</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1 Structure of the Functional Design

The Adaptive Exterior Lighting System comprises three main system functions Control Headlights, Control Turn Lights, and Detect Faults, which are represented by the abstract system function Control Adaptive Exterior Lighting System. The context of this abstract system function is described in a context diagram (cf. Figure 53). As modeled in the context diagram, the abstract system function interacts with the 12 context functions and interchanges 58 messages. For reasons of clarity and comprehensibility, several messages are summarized and labeled with an expression (e.g., the message Key {Inserted | Removed} represents the messages Key Inserted and Key Removed). However, condensed messages are separated on lower abstraction levels.

In the following, the meaning of all interactions between functions is usually described on the lowest abstraction level where no subdivision of functions occurs.

Figure 53: Context Diagram
Specification of the Functional Design

The three main system functions *Control Headlights*, *Control Turn Lights*, and *Detect Faults* and their message interchanges are presented in Figure 54. In contrast to the context diagram, it is already noticeable how the messages between system functions and context functions are distributed on this level of abstraction. The messages for the activation and deactivation of the hazard warning light are only connected to the system function *Control Turn Lights*, for example. Moreover, the system function *Control Turn Lights* informs the system function *Control Headlight* about the status of the direction blinking.

![Figure 54: Function Network Diagram – Control Adaptive Exterior Lighting System](image)

In the following sections, the three main system function *Control Headlights* (Section 3.2), *Control Turn Lights* (Section 3.3) and *Detect Faults* (Section 3.4) with their interactions and internal behavior are described in detail.
3.2 Control Headlights

The control of the headlights (cf. Figure 55) is subdivided into the three system functions Control High Beam Headlights (cf. Section 3.2.1), Control Low Beam Headlights (cf. Section 3.2.2), and Handle Overvoltage (cf. Section 3.2.3). The control of the high beam headlights is triggered by the horizontal position of the pitman arm, the detection of vehicles, the vehicle speed, the position of the rotary light switch, and the voltage. Moreover, the activation and deactivation as well as the illumination areas of the high beam headlights are transmitted to the context function High Beam Module. To control the low beam headlights and the cornering light, the ambient and daytime running light settings, the vehicle speed, the position of the rotary light switch, the voltage, the exterior brightness, the status of the darkness mode and the doors as well as the information about the ignition key are used. Moreover, the status of the direction blinking from the system function Control Turn Lights (cf. Section 3.3) is required for the cornering light functionality. The system function Handle Overvoltage needs to get enabled by the system function Control High Beam Headlights or Control Low Beam Headlights.

Figure 55: Function Network Diagram - Control Headlights
3.2.1 Control High Beam Headlights

The system function Control High Beam Headlights (see Figure 56) is subdivided into the system functions Activate Manual High Beam Headlights and Activate Adaptive High Beam Headlights (see Section 3.2.1.1), Deactivate High Beam Headlights (see Section 3.2.1.2), and Check Voltage and Adapt High Beam Headlights (see Section 3.2.1.3).

By modeling the dependencies between the system functions, it is visible that the system function Adapt High Beam Headlights needs to be enabled by the system function Check Voltage. In addition, the system functions Check Voltage and Deactivate High Beam Headlights need the enablement by the system functions Activate Manual High Beam Headlights or Activate Adaptive High Beam Headlights. Otherwise, the system function Deactivate High Beam Headlights enables the system functions Activate Manual High Beam Headlights and Activate Adaptive High Beam Headlights.

As an interaction between the system functions, the status of the adaption is transmitted from Activate Adaptive High Beam Headlights and Deactivate High Beam Headlights to Check Voltage and as a result to Adapt High Beam Headlights. The other interactions between context and system functions are described as referred to in Figure 56 in the following.

![Figure 56: Function Network Diagram - Control High Beam Headlights](image-url)
3.2.1.1 Activate High Beam Headlights

When the high beam headlights are activated by the context functions Move Pitman Arm and Turn Rotary Light Switch, the messages with fixed Illumination Areas of 220m and Activate High Beam Headlights are transmitted to the context function High Beam Module (Figure 57). The activation by the pitman arm includes the so-called flasher (cf. Section 2.2.2).

![Figure 57: Interface Automaton - Activate Manual High Beam Headlights](image)

The activation of the adaptive high beam headlight is initialized by the pushed position of the pitman arm and the auto mode of the rotary light switch (see Figure 58). After activating the high beam headlights by the message Activate High Beam Headlights, transmitted to the context function High Beam Module, the voltage needs to be checked. The adaption of the high beam headlights is not available with subvoltage and the illumination area is set to default. Otherwise the adaption is activated and the Operational Availability of the adaptive high beam headlight is indicated by a symbol in the instrument cluster.

![Figure 58: Interface Automaton - Activate Adaptive High Beam Headlights](image)
3.2.1.2 Deactivate High Beam Headlights

When the pitman arm is moved again in the horizontal neutral position, the Adaptive High Beam Headlight is deactivated immediately (see Figure 59). Furthermore, the adaption is deactivated (if necessary) and the operational availability is updated in the instrument cluster.

![Interface Automaton - Deactivate High Beam Headlights](image)

**Figure 59: Interface Automaton - Deactivate High Beam Headlights**

3.2.1.3 Check Voltage and Adapt High Beam Headlights

Before the high beam headlight gets adapted, the voltage needs to be checked again (see Figure 60, cf. Figure 58).

![Interface Automaton - Check Voltage](image)

**Figure 60: Interface Automaton - Check Voltage**
When the adaption is activated and the context function *Detect Vehicles* recognizes the lights of an advancing vehicle, the activated high beam headlights are reduced to low beam headlights by reducing the illumination area to 65m in the context function *High Beam Module*. If no advancing vehicle is recognized any more, the high beam illumination is restored and the illumination area is calculated within 100m and 300m, depending on the vehicle speed. Otherwise, when the adoption is deactivated, the illumination areas are set to default 220m.

![Interface Automaton - Adapt High Beam Headlights](image)

*Figure 61: Interface Automaton - Adapt High Beam Headlights*
3.2.2 Control Low Beam Headlights

In Figure 62, the subdivision of the system function *Control Low Beam Headlights* by introducing the system functions *Activate Low Beam Headlights* and *Deactivate Low Beam Headlights* as well as *Control Cornering Light* is presented. The activation of the low beam headlights can be done under several conditions (see Section 3.2.2.1). When the low beam headlights are activated, they could either be deactivated (see Section 3.2.2.2) or the cornering light could be controlled (see Section 3.2.2.3). The several activation conditions are transmitted from the system function *Activate Low Beam Headlights* to the system function *Deactivate Low Beam Headlights*. Moreover, the system function *Control Cornering Light* needs to get informed about the activation status of the low beam headlights and can be prevented by the system function *Deactivate Low Beam Headlights* or enabled by the system function *Activate Low Beam Headlights*. Again, a more detailed description of the interactions with the context functions is given in the following on a lower level of abstraction.

![Function Network Diagram - Control Low Beam Headlights](image)

**Figure 62: Function Network Diagram - Control Low Beam Headlights**
3.2.2.1 Activate Low Beam Headlights

The activation of the low beam headlights can be done by the ambient light, the daytime running light, manually, or automatically (see Figure 63). Each activation ensures conditions without interdependencies to keep the low beam headlights active and needs to inform the system functions Control Cornering Light (cf. Section 3.2.2.3) and Deactivate Low Beam Headlights (cf. Section 3.2.2.2) about its status. In the following, the internal behavior of all possible activation functions and their interactions are described in detail.

![Function Network Diagram - Activate Low Beam Headlights](image)

Figure 63: Function Network Diagram - Activate Low Beam Headlights
The manual activation of the low beam headlights is triggered when the exterior light is switched on (see Figure 64). This leads to the transmission of the messages *Activate Low Beam Headlights* to the context function *High Beam Module* and *Low Beam Headlights Activated* to the system function *Control Cornering Light*. Moreover, the system function *Deactivate Low Beam Headlight* gets informed about the manual activation.

![Figure 64: Interface Automaton - Activate Low Beam Headlights Manual](image1)

When the rotary light switch is in auto mode and the darkness mode is deactivated (in armored vehicles), the exterior brightness from the context function *Measure Exterior Brightness* is checked (see Figure 65). If the exterior brightness is lower than a threshold S1, the low beam headlights are activated and automatic is set to on.

![Figure 65: Interface Automaton - Activate Low Beam Headlights Automatic](image2)
When the daytime running light is activated by the context function *Set Instrument Cluster* and the engine gets started, the low beam headlights are activated and daytime running light is on (see Figure 66).

![Interface Automaton - Activate Daytime Running Light](image)

**Figure 66: Interface Automaton - Activate Daytime Running Light**

The system function *Activate Ambient Light* is divided into three system functions again (see Figure 67). First, the conditions for an activation need to be checked, and afterwards the ambient light could either be activated by door or by key.
Figure 67: Function Network Diagram - *Activate Ambient Light*

The activation of the ambient light needs the activation in the instrument cluster and the deactivation of the darkness mode in armored vehicles (see Figure 68). In addition, the ambient light is not available with subvoltage, therefore the voltage gets checked.
If the preconditions are given, there are two alternatives to activate the ambient light. As soon as at least one door of the vehicle is opened and the exterior brightness is lower than the threshold S1, the low beam headlights are activated and the ambient light is on via door (see Figure 70). Otherwise, the ambient light gets activated as soon as the engine is switched off and the ignition key is removed. In this case, the low beam headlights are activated and the ambient light is on via Key (see Figure 69).

3.2.2.2 Deactivate Low Beam Headlights

For the deactivation of the low beam headlights, none of the possible activation conditions must be enabled. Therefore, the four activation functions (cf. Section 3.2.2.1) need a deactivation function (see Figure 71). Every time a deactivation function is completed, the
conditions are checked and the low beam headlights either remain activated or become deactivated by the system function *Check Conditions and Switch Off*.

![Function Network Diagram - Deactivate Low Beam Headlights](image)

**Figure 71: Function Network Diagram - Deactivate Low Beam Headlights**

To deactivate the low beam headlights manually, the driver needs to switch the *rotary light switch* to off and the low beam headlights are *Manual Off* (see Figure 72).

When the darkness mode gets activated in armored vehicles, the automatic condition is set to off (see Figure 73). Otherwise, the exterior brightness gets checked and the low beam headlights are deactivated after exceeding a threshold S2.
1.2.2.2.3 – Deactivate Low Beam Headlights Manual

1.2.2.4 – Deactivate Low Beam Headlights Automatic

The daytime running light gets deactivated either by deactivating the function in the instrument cluster or by removing the ignition key (see Figure 74).

Figure 75 describes the four alternatives to deactivate the ambient light. In armored vehicles, the ambient light gets deactivated when the darkness mode is activated. When the ambient light is deactivated by the context function Set Instrument Cluster, the Low Beam Headlight immediately deactivated both activation conditions (door and key). The third alternative only concerns the activation via door and is triggered by the context function Door Control when all doors are closed. As long as the ambient light was activated by a key removal, the ambient light gets deactivated as soon as none of the actions open door, close door, insert or remove key occur within the next 30 seconds.
If one of the activation conditions of the low beam headlight was deactivated the conditions are checked, and only if all conditions are set to off, the low beam headlights get deactivated (see Figure 76). For reasons of clarity and comprehensibility the messages Ambient Light Door Off, Ambient Light Key Off, Daytime Running Light Off, Automatic Off, and Manual Off are modeled as a sequence, but the order is interchangeable.
3.2.2.3 Control Cornering Light

The system function Control Cornering Light is divided into the five system functions Check Conditions, Activate Left Cornering Light, Activate Right Cornering Light, Deactivate Left Cornering Light, and Deactivate Right Cornering Light (see Figure 77). The activation and deactivation is triggered by the system function Control Turn Lights (cf. Section 3.3) and for the activation it needs to receive the message Conditions Accepted by the system function Check Conditions.

![Function Network Diagram - Control Cornering Light](image)

Figure 77: Function Network Diagram - Control Cornering Light

When the low beam headlights are activated, the darkness mode is deactivated. The conditions for an activation are met if the vehicle drives slower than 10 km/h and there is no subvoltage (see Figure 78).
To activate the left cornering light, the left blinking must be activated and the conditions must be met (see Figure 79), and to deactivate the left cornering light, the left blinking must be deactivated by the system function Control Turn Lights (see Figure 80).

To activate the left cornering light, the left blinking must be activated and the conditions must be met (see Figure 81), and to deactivate the right cornering light, the left blinking must be deactivated by the system function Control Turn Lights (see Figure 80).
3.2.3 Handle Overvoltage

To protect the illuminants from burning out in case of an occurring overvoltage, the pulse width gets adapted via the High Beam Module and the Body Controller (see Figure 83).

3.3 Control Turn Signal

The system function Control Turn Lights is subdivided into the eight system functions Activate Hazard Warning Light, Deactivate Hazard Warning Light, Activate Tip Blinking Right, Activate Direction Blinking Right, Deactivate Direction Blinking Right, Activate Tip Blinking Left, Activate Direction Blinking Left, and Deactivate Direction Blinking Left (cf. Figure 84 and Figure 85). Compared to Figure 54 in Section 3.1, the interactions with the context functions are distributed and the system function Control Headlights receives the status of direction blinking from several system functions (cf. Figure 84). For reasons of clarity and comprehensibility, there are two overviews of the system function Control Turn Lights. In
Specification of the Functional Design

Figure 84, only the interactions and messages between system and context functions are presented, and in Figure 85 an overview of the dependencies of the system functions is given.

Basically, the messages for activation and deactivation of a direction indicator are transmitted to the context functions Door Control and Body Controller, which are responsible for the physical control of all direction indicators. The message Pulse Ratio is used to adjust the bright to dark ratio of each direction indicator.

To control the hazard warning light, the system functions Activate Hazard Warning Light and Deactivate Hazard Warning Light receive the messages containing the current settings of the hazard warning light switch and the status of the ignition key. As an output the Left and Right Blinking is either activated or deactivated. The internal behavior of these two system functions is presented in Section 3.3.3. The other six system functions on this level of abstraction control the left (cf. Section 3.3.1) and right (cf. Section 3.3.2) turn signals.
In Figure 85, all dependencies between the system functions are modeled explicitly. For example, it is only possible to control the blinking functionalities when the hazard warning light is deactivated. Moreover, the left and right blinking functionalities prevent each other, as it is only possible to blink for one direction.

![Function Network Diagram - Control Turn Lights (Dependencies)](image)

Figure 85: Function Network Diagram - Control Turn Lights (Dependencies)

### 3.3.1 Direction Blinking Left

The activation of the left direction blinking is triggered by the context function *Move Pitman Arm* and its position *Down* or *Down Engaged* (see Figure 86). This leads to the activation of the left direction indicators with a pulse ratio bright to dark 1:1 by transmitting the messages *Activate Left Indicators* and *Left Pulse Ratio* to the context functions *Body Controller* and *Door Control*. Moreover, the system function *Control Headlights* gets informed by the message *Left Blinking Activated* (cf. Figure 84). For reasons of clarity and comprehensibility, the messages *Activate Left Indicators*, *Left Blinking Activated*, and *Left Pulse Ratio* are modeled as a sequence, but the order of *Activate Left Indicators* and *Left Pulse Ratio* is interchangeable.

To deactivate the left direction blinking, the pitman arm needs to be moved to the vertical neutral position (see Figure 87). In this case, the direction blinking left gets deactivated via the context functions *Body Controller* and the *Door Control* and the system function *Control Headlights* gets informed.
When the pitman arm position is moved to down for less than 0.5 seconds, the left tip blinking is activated (see Figure 88). The activation of tip blinking leads to an activation of the left direction indicators for three flashing cycles. Just as in Figure 86, the messages "Activate Left Indicators," "Left Blinking Activated," and "Left Pulse Ratio" are modeled as a sequence for reasons of clarity and comprehensibility, but the order of "Activate Left Indicators" and "Left Pulse Ratio" is interchangeable.
3.3.2 Direction Blinking Right

The right direction and tip blinking is analogous to the left side (compare Figure 89 with Figure 86, Figure 90 with Figure 88, and Figure 87 with Figure 91).

Figure 89: Interface Automaton - Activate Direction Blinking Right

Figure 90: Interface Automaton - Activate Tip Blinking Right

Figure 91: Interface Automaton - Deactivate Direction Blinking Right
3.3.3 Hazard Warning Light

When the hazard warning light gets activated via the context function *Switch Hazard Warning Light* (cf. Figure 84), the left and right direction indicators get activated via the context functions *Body Controller* and *Door Control* (see Figure 92). Again, the system function *Control Headlight* is informed by the messages *Left Blinking Activated* and *Right Blinking Activated*. In Figure 92, the interchangeability of messages concerning the left and right indicators is modeled explicitly. For energy saving reasons, the pulse ratio is reduced (bright to dark 1:2) when the ignition key is removed.

![Figure 92: Interface Automaton - Activate Hazard Warning Light](image)

The deactivation is also triggered by the context function *Switch Hazard Warning Light* (cf. Figure 84), and the left and right direction indicators get deactivated via the context functions *Body Controller* and *Door Control* (see Figure 93). Again, the system function *Control Headlight* is informed by the messages *Left Blinking Deactivated* and *Right Blinking Deactivated*. 
3.4 Defect Faults

The system function Detect Faults uses the message Illuminant Status from the context functions Body Controller and High Beam Module to check these statuses and to identify defective illuminants. The information about defective illuminants is then transmitted to the context function Set Instrument Cluster (cf. Figure 54 in Section 3.1). This behavior is presented in Figure 94.
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